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Introduction
These exemplar answers have been chosen from the 
summer 2018 examination series.

OCR is open to a wide variety of approaches and all 
answers are considered on their merits. These exemplars, 
therefore, should not be seen as the only way to answer 
questions but do illustrate how the mark scheme has 
been applied.

Please always refer to the specification https://www.
ocr.org.uk/Images/234735-specification-accredited-
gcse-citizenship-studies-j270.pdf for full details of the 
assessment for this qualification. These exemplar answers 
should also be read in conjunction with the sample 
assessment materials and the June 2018 Examiners’ report 
or Report to Centres available from Interchange https://
interchange.ocr.org.uk/Home.mvc/Index

The question paper, mark scheme and any resource 
booklet(s) will be available on the OCR website from 
summer 2019. Until then, they are available on OCR 
Interchange (school exams officers will have a login for 
this and are able to set up teachers with specific logins – 
see the following link for further information http://www.
ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/
managing-user-accounts/).

It is important to note that approaches to question 
setting and marking will remain consistent. At the same 
time OCR reviews all its qualifications annually and may 
make small adjustments to improve the performance of 
its assessments. We will let you know of any substantive 
changes.

https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/234735-specification-accredited-gcse-citizenship-studies-j270.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/234735-specification-accredited-gcse-citizenship-studies-j270.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/234735-specification-accredited-gcse-citizenship-studies-j270.pdf
https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/Home.mvc/Index
https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/Home.mvc/Index
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
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Question 1(e)
Exemplar 1 4 marks

Examiner commentary
This question asks the candidate to state two different points that could be used as part of a reasoned case For and Against a 
viewpoint.

This candidate has given four clear responses. In the For section both frivolous claims and the extra income funding the system are 
acceptable responses. However, in the Against section, there are two separate points relating to money. They are both acceptable 
points as point one refers to affordability and the second is ‘denying workers access to justice’.
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Exemplar 2 2 marks

Examiner commentary
This question asks the candidate to state two different points that could be used as part of a reasoned case For and Against a 
viewpoint.

Points 1 and 2, in the For section, are the same however the second point is more accurate and gains the mark, the first is not a 
genuine reason for the change. Point 2, in the Against section, is not an argument against the imposition of fees and indicates a 
misunderstanding that the £1200 is a set fee.
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Exemplar 3 1 mark

Examiner commentary
This question asks the candidate to state two different points that could be used as part of a reasoned case For and Against a 
viewpoint.

This candidate has made reference to costs and affordability in three of the four sections. The first point is against as “people should 
pay for the service” is not a positive point. In the Against section the candidate clearly states the affordability of the new scheme but 
in point two they have repeated the response. Therefore, no marks are credited.
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Question 2(d)

Exemplar 1 3 marks

Examiner commentary
This question asks for four valid points Against a viewpoint relating to community cohesion in schools and local authorities.

This candidate has given three positive responses by referencing the improvement of facilities, public meetings and safety in the 
community. However, point two is a good point and states that schools are “completely open to diversity” and without doubt they 
are, but to secure a mark there needs to be an example. So, a reference to assemblies, mixed tutor groups or an activity where 
cultural, ethnic, religious or social backgrounds are brought together. This was a common issue with the responses to this question.

In general, the responses to this question were too vague and lacked examples. Candidates were able to offer genuine points 
suggesting that both schools and local authorities do promote community cohesion, but the responses did not include an example. 
The following exemplars will show this.
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Exemplar 2 2 marks

Examiner commentary
This question asks for four valid points against a viewpoint relating to community cohesion in schools and local authorities.

This candidate has offered two sound answers and two vague answers. Credit can be given to the use of social media to promote 
local authority activities and schools working with children from different backgrounds. However, the other two responses, fairs 
raising money and people not wanting to get involved, do not warrant credit because they are too vague and do not give examples.
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Exemplar 3 0 marks

Examiner commentary
This question asks for four valid points Against a viewpoint relating to community cohesion in schools and local authorities.

All responses by this candidate are too vague to gain any marks. Offering broad stroke ideas without specific examples cannot be 
credited. For example, signs and posters about what? Fun days - what type of fun days? What sort of message do they pass on? 
This is a good example of a candidate knowing what schools and local authorities do but the candidate has not backed up the 
knowledge with a simple example. For example, the school puts up signs and posters about events in the local youth club. Every 
year the school holds a “foods around the world day”. 
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Question 2(e)

Exemplar 1 Level 4, 8 marks

The question asks candidates to make a reasoned case supporting the viewpoint regarding the UK being a place where people are 
treated fairly regardless of background.
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Examiner commentary
This candidate has offered an excellent response despite initial political standpoints which were ignored. A clear reference was 
made to the Equality Act (2010) and protected characteristics have been fully listed. In addition, religious freedoms and outline of 
the Human Rights Act, with examples secures this response to a Level 4. Two examples have been described with clear reference to 
specific laws.
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Exemplar 2 Level 3, 5 marks

Examiner commentary
This candidate has made reference to laws but they are not named. The case is supported by a sound reference to protected 
characteristics, but the reference to the Steven Lawrence murder was ignored. The final example of religion/freedom means that 
another example has been identified. With one example described in detail and one identified it puts this response at Level 3 - 5 
marks. To move up a level the candidate would need to describe another example and make reference to the named laws that 
protect people, namely, Equality Act 2010 and the Human Rights Act 1998.
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Exemplar 3 Level 2, 3 marks

Examiner commentary
This is a basic response with religious freedoms being the only example identified. Additional comments regarding how people can 
“express themselves” and given “equal treatment” are too vague to be credited. Level 2 - 3 marks. To move to Level 3 the candidate 
requires a description rather than just an identification of an example.
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Exemplar 4 Level 0, 0 marks

Examiner commentary
This is a common response from candidates whereby broad statements are made with no supporting evidence. To gain marks a 
candidate must state how people are being treated fairly, with examples and “letting them stay and feel comfortable” is insufficient 
to gain marks.
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Question 3(b)

Exemplar 1 Level 4, 8 marks

For this question candidates were required to offer a reasoned case supporting a viewpoint on immigration, stating the society 
impact and the economic impact. To achieve the higher levels candidates must include at least three examples that describe, in 
detail, both society and economic benefits to the UK. For maximum marks there must be a reasoned conclusion which includes their 
own opinion.
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Examiner commentary
This is an excellent response supporting the viewpoint. The candidate offers three clear examples from jobs, foods, religion and 
taxation. They cover both the society and economic viewpoints and they are described in some detail with references from the 
source, enabling this candidate to achieve Level 4 - 8 marks.

Exemplar 2 Level 3, 6 marks
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Examiner commentary
This candidate has included the society benefits; cultural experiences/cultural learning/equality and the economic benefit; the skill 
gaps shortages. The personal opinion gives a balanced viewpoint, hence Level 3 - 6 marks. To gain Level 4 the candidate needed to 
describe in detail the economic benefits and have a conclusion which includes their own opinion.

Exemplar 3 Level 2, 4 marks
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Examiner commentary
With clear society benefits as a starting point, this candidate is in Level 2. However, the reasons given for economic benefits is 
plausible, but it is not detailed enough to warrant Level 3, hence Level 2 - 4 marks, two areas identified. To move to Level 3 the 
candidate must give two examples described in detail.
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Exemplar 4 Level 1, 1 mark

Examiner commentary
This response has several inaccurate statements but there is an understanding of immigration benefitting the economy. No credit 
is given for the statement suggesting more immigration equals a better economy and that the country has more educated people. 
Also, the reference to more jobs is unclear. This candidate has some general points related to the proposition, therefore, Level 1 - 1 
mark.
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Question 4(b)

Exemplar 1  Level 4, 11 marks

The final question is worth 12 marks, nearly 25% of the total mark. Candidates are asked to analyse a viewpoint related to the role of 
the Commonwealth. With numerous stimulus sources to feed off and, using their own knowledge and understanding, candidates 
should evaluate the viewpoint to make a substantiated judgement. 

In their response candidates are given key prompts underneath the question to; explain the origins and aims of the Commonwealth, 
evaluate how far these aims have been achieved, view the power and impact of other international organisations and explain their 
own viewpoint. This is a demanding task in a short period of time. Many teachers advise their candidates to start with this question 
and set a maximum time of 15 minutes (25% of the time) before moving on to other questions on the paper. Finally, if the question 
has a list of key prompts underneath it, then the candidate should make every effort to respond and make reference to each prompt. 
This will maximise their chances of achieving the higher levels.
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Examiner commentary
This is an excellent example of a high level response. There is a sound understanding of the origins of the Commonwealth with 
reference to its aims which, includes clear reference to the stimulus and the candidate’s own knowledge. The work of the UN is 
appraised with specific examples and compared with the effectiveness and impact of the work of the Commonwealth.  There is an 
evaluation of the extent to which the Commonwealth meets its aims and the candidate offers a reasoned conclusion.  This is a clear 
Level 4 - 11 marks.  For full marks, the candidate would need a more detailed response to the key aims of the Commonwealth.

Exemplar 2 Level 2, 6 marks
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Examiner commentary
This candidate has used the source material well, offering a valid response with most points taken from the stimulus with them 
using some of their own knowledge and analysis. The origins of the Commonwealth are outlined, however, “other organisations” are 
mentioned but not named. This cannot be credited. The candidate offers a brief summary conclusion but this is not enough to gain 
Level 3. Therefore, Level 2 - 6 marks.

Exemplar 3 Level 1, 3 marks
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Examiner commentary
In this response the candidate makes reference to the aims of the Commonwealth by stating they attempt to reduce poverty and 
give people a better life. There is a viewpoint about not being random and caring a lot about youth. This is a limited response but 
includes valid points. Level 1 - 3 marks.

To get to Level 2 and above the candidate would need to follow the prompts at the head of the question and offer a response to 
one more area. Aims have already been mentioned, so an evaluation of what the Commonwealth have done to meet these aims 
would gain additional marks. The sources offer numerous responses to this.
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